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Abstract—Shared bicycle, as a green means of transportation, is
very popular among people and it is an important way for many
people to travel daily. In recent years, with the increasing scale
and frequency of bike sharing system, the unbalanced use of
shared bicycle has a great impact on the users' experience, which
is one of the main problems faced by current system operators. of
Division of the traffic area can not only provide a new idea for
solving the problem of unbalanced bike usage, but also provide a
theoretical and practical basis for the planning, layout,
construction, operation and scientific dispatching of shared
bicycle system. However, there are few clear methods to study the
partition method of shared dispatching area. To solve this
problem, based on historical bicycle data, traffic station data, we
analyze the rules of shared bicycle space-time characteristics and
propose a method of dividing shared bicycle dispatching areas by
combining K-medoids clustering, association rules and total
demand constraint adjustment. We evaluate our approach on the
New York City (NYC Citi Bike) bicycle sharing system and show
the advantages of our approach for Large-scale station-level
dispatching area optimization (beyond baseline approaches).

Keywords-scheduling area partition method; bike sharing
system; rebalance; clustering; Total demand optimization

I. INTRODUCTION
Bicycle sharing system is widely used domestically and

abroad. It provides great help to solve the problem of "last
kilometer" and traffic jam. A user can rent (i.e. check-out) a
bike at a station near their origin and return (i.e. check-in) it to
a station close to their destination. A record is generated when
a bicycle is borrowed/returned, including the location of the
origin station, the location of the destination station, and the
duration of the ride.

However, bicycle sharing system still faces challenges in
bike rebalancing between stations. Essentially, bike usage is
constrained by time and location, so the traffic in the whole city
will be unbalanced. For example, some stations may have a lot
of bicycles returning, but some stations may not have available
bicycles for users. In order to solve this problem, Most studies
directly predict bicycle demand during a future period in order
to avoid unbalanced problems and dispatchers manually
schedule ahead of time, but the accuracy is not high,and when
the number of stations is large, dispatchers need to schedule
each station manually, which increases the workload and
difficulty of delivery personnel and makes it difficult to
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achieve efficient and orderly scheduling. Thus, in order to
reduce the workload and the difficulty of their jobs, therefor
makes it difficult to achieve efficient and orderly
scheduling.Thus,in order to reduce the workload and difficulty,
we start with reducing the scale of the problem,which is to
divide the whole traffic into different areas.The location,
station-station trip frequencies as self-fluidity and the bike
demands are taken into account,and the areas are adjusted by
constraints to achieve the optimal results of the maximum
balance within the areas. This not only reduces the workload
and difficulty of dispatchers, but also experiments (see Chapter
IV, Part C) show that the demand distribution of bike usage of
cluster is more regular than that of station-level bike usage.
Therefore, our proposed method lays a foundation for
improving the accuracy of bike usage demand prediction in the
future.

In these days, the scanning method and the clustering
algorithm [1] are mainly used domestically and abroad to
divide the vehicle scheduling area. Among them, the scanning
method [2] is only applicable to the cases where the number of
users is small and the distribution area is not large. Although
the spatial clustering algorithm [3] applicable to the cases of a
large number of customers and a large scheduling area, there is
still a lack of criteria for reasonably allocating the weights of
spatial and non-spatial attributes, or a lack of accurate methods
to define the distance between feature attributes. If applied
directly to dynamic scheduling of shared bicycle system, it may
lead to large random errors.

Bike sharing system has a large number of stations and
complex attributes, which makes it difficult to calibrate their
attributes one by one. However, due to the self-fluidity of
shared bicycle [4,5], there is a strong correlation between some
stations.Therefore, if the association rules are used to collect
stations with strong correlation and adopt K-medoids algorithm
[6,7] and constraint adjustment for scheduling, it can
effectively avoid large random errors.

Based on the above analysis, considering the actual bike
demand of real-time dispatching of bike sharing system, we
propose a scientific method for dividing the shared bicycle
scheduling area by combining K-medoids clustering,
association rules and restraint adjustment of total demand in the
bike sharing system. In the first step of this method, K-medoids
clustering is applied to the stations of bike sharing system.Then
on the basis of the self-fluidity between stations and the
transformation relationship between stations, the set of strong



association rules is screened out by using association rules.
According to the constraints of the total demand in the areas,
the total demand within the areas is optimized, and the regional
division of dynamic dispatch of urban shared bicycle system is
finally realized.

II. DESIGN OVERVIEW

We provide an overview of the symbols used in this
paper (Table I) and problem definitions, as well as the
description of design approach.

A. Basic Definitions
Definition 1: Station information. A station

),,(i ii latlonidS  denotes station information, where id
represents the unique identity of each station, ilon is the
longitude of the station, ilat is the latitude of the station.

Definition 2: Trip. A Trip ),,,(r dodo ssT  is a
historical bike usage record, where os denotes the origin

station, ds is the destination station; o and d are the time

when bike is checked out at os and checked in at

ds ,respectively.

Definition 3: Demand of bicycles. In time t, given a set of
Check-out of station is ,  

ni SSSS OOOt ,...,)(O
21

 and check-

in of station is ,  
ni SSSS IIIt ,...,)(I

21
 ,We want to get the

demand of each station )t()t()(.
ii SSi OItdS  .

Problem Definition:Scientific division of regions. Given a
set of stations  n21i ...SSSS ，， , we want to cluster each
station is to form  k12111i1 ,..., ，，，， CCCC  clusters.

TABLE I. NOTATIONS

Notation Description
N Number of historical bike usage records

Coefficient of normal bike transaction records
Number of shared bikes

t Days of data acquisition
Coefficient of bike flow distribution
Coefficient of on-frame mobile bike
Correlation coefficient from station i to station j
Number of bikes from station i to station j
Number of bikes flowing out from station i
The station
A bike usage record
The cluster
Check-out of station in time t
Check-in of station in time t

B. Design Methodology
Despite the time and location of the user's choice of

borrowing is random, bikes are bound to be checked in at some
station. Based on this simple observation, bike sharing system
is decoupled in Figure 1 into two parts by analyzing the

mobility [8,9] of bikes and characteristics.Based on historical
bike usage records, we first use statistical methods to analyze
the spatial and temporal distribution characteristics of bikes.
Then, considering the space-time distribution characteristics of
shared bikes, we propose a scientific method for dividing
dispatching areas (see chapter III). Finally, the experimental
results of NYC Citi Bike System show the advantages of our
method.

Figure 1. Components of a bike-sharing system

III. SCHEDULINGAREA PARTITIONALGORITHMS

In this chapter, firstly, the spatial and temporal distribution
characteristics of bike sharing system operation data are
analyzed. The purpose is to grasp the operating regularity of
the system, mine the trip patterns, obtain the macro operation
rules of each station, and improve the quality of the dynamic
scheduling of the bike sharing system.Then we put forward a
scientific division method and show the specific steps of
implementation through the above analysis. The goal of
scientific partitioning is to transform the problem from a
complex one (about 1,000 predictions per hour) to a simpler
one, thereby reducing the complexity of the problem, making it
easier to handle and helping to avoid over-fitting.

A. Spatiotemporal Analysis
Distribution Characteristics. As shown in Figure 2, from

the macro-analysis [10] of the impact of month on the shared
bicycle demand, it can be seen that there is a regular pattern of
increasing demand from April to June. From June to September,
the demand is stable but still in a high level. Selecting these
months is conducive to dealing with the imbalance during the
peak period. The figure on the right specifically shows the time
distribution regular pattern of two different parameters, stations
and time. It can be found that the early peak appears around 8
o'clock and the late peak appears around 5 o'clock.

Figure 2. Law of time distribution

Analysis of Spatial Distribution Characteristics. Spatial
distribution [11] characteristics analysis is based on each
station as the research object. It analyses the distribution
regularity of the whole city and the stations to which the
vehicles borrowed from the station are returned or the vehicles



returned to the station are borrowed from the station, and
calculates the correlation between the stations. Station
correlation refers to the flow correlation between two stations.
We use the correlation coefficient to express their correlation.
The larger the value, the more frequent the bicycle flows
between the rental points, the greater the travel demand of
users in this area. The formula can be expressed as follows.

1
,,r

 ijiji nn (1)

Through the analysis of the spatial distribution
characteristics of the stations, the borrow-return flow
relationship between the stations in the system is determined,
which provides the data basis for clustering the dispatching
areas.

B. Specific realization
Figure 3 presents the iterative procedure of the partitioning

method which organically combines three factors (location,
self-fluidity and bike usage demand) of the stations.Stations
within the same circle represent a cluster. The algorithm
repeats the following three steps in each iteration: Geo-
clustering, Strong Association Rule generation and constraint
adjustment.

Figure 3. Partitioning method procedure

 Location clustering. According to the geographic
location of each station, it is clustered into

1
1,11 }{ k

kkCK  by K-medoids method, this is the first
time that location clustering is performed on all
stations in the shared system”.

 Strong Association Rule Set generation. check-in/
check-out between each station is calculated by the
statistics of historical bike usage records, and the
strong association rule set 2

1,2 }{ k
kkC  is screened by

Aprior algorithm [12,13]. In this paper, we select 7:00-
9:00 in the early peak period and 17:00-19:00 in the
late peak period as the basis for screening strong
association rule sets. In the process of preliminary
classification of shared bicycle stations by association
rules, the minimum support threshold minupS is very
important, which determines the quality of clustering in
the next step. If the value is too small, the correlation
between the stations in the set is very weak, it will
bring great errors to the later clustering to divide the

dispatching area. If the value is too large, some stations
with correlation may be screened out. When the next
clustering division is carried out, most stations with
less correlation will be introduced, which will also lead
to larger errors in the result of division. Since there is
no general method to determine the minimum support
threshold, which is usually set artificially according to
specific conditions, this paper considers that in a bike
sharing system, the minimum support threshold should
be determined according to various factors, and the
expression is as follows.
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min
bnt
pNSup  (2)

A frequent itemset [14] is formed by selecting the
records whose correlation coefficients are greater than
those of the bike usage records. The relevant stations
are put into the same set by using association rule
algorithm. The stations in the set are the result of the
users' free choice of the place to rent or return the bike
when they travel. The principle of dividing the
dispatching area is to excavate the travel rules of the
users and balance the task of dispatching the vehicles.
To improve scheduling efficiency, the correlation set
meets the precondition of adjusting clustering in the
next step.

 Constraint adjustment. The cluster 2
1,2 }{ k

kkC  obtained

in step 2 and cluster 1
1,1 }{ k

kkC  obtained in step 1 are
calculated as follows.

12
1,11,2 }{}{ k

kk
k
kk CC   (3)

where 
21
1,21,1 }{,}{ k

kk
k
kk CC .If the result calculated

by (3) is 1
1,1 }{ k

kki CC  , it is the result of optimization,

On the contrary, is in iC is calculated in 1
1,1 }{ k

kkC  and
2
1,2 }{ k

kkC  as follows.

 
k
i is dsC 1 (t).min)t( (4)

where the )t(SC value at 1
1,1 }{ k

kkC  is the smallest,

then is is classified as 1
1,1 }{ k

kkC  , and vice versa.

Until all the collection in the 1k clusters: 2
1,2 }{ k

kkC 

are processed.

C. Algorithm Complexity Analysis
Time complexity [15,16]. The time complexity of our

proposed method is mainly composed of k-medoids clustering
and searching for the minimum total demand. In k-medoids
algorithm, each point needs to be enumerated and the sum of its
distances to all other points is obtained, so the complexity
is )( 2nO . In addition,the time complexity of seeking the



minimum total demand is )( 2nO .To sum up, the time
complexity of the whole algorithm is )( 22 nnO  ,i.e. )2( 2nO .

Spatial complexity[17]. The main memory overhead of the
algorithm is the calculation of the cluster center and the total
demand. The memory overhead can be effectively reduced by
calculating the distance of a single data object at a time and the
local demand in the morning and evening peak periods,which
results in a spatial complexity of )(nO , so the spatial
complexity of the whole algorithm is )(nO .

Figure 4. An Algorithm of Partition Method

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we use our proposed method to construct a
model for partitioning the scheduling area, and test our method
on two data sets (station data and bike data [18]).

A. Data Collection
This paper uses two data sets, one is historical bike usage

data set, the other is station data set. These data sets record data
from April 1 to September 30, 2014. Through the statistical
collation of the data set, the station information and the
historical bike records are unified into bicycle data set, a total
of 473,620 records were recorded. The detailed description
below can be obtained in Table II.

TABLE II. DETAILS OF THE NEW YORK DATA COLLECTION IN 2014

Bike Data
#Stations 344
#Bikes 6800
#Records 5,359,995

B. Baseline & Metric
The method in our work to divide traffic dispatching areas

is denoted as Partition Method （ PM ） by combining K-
medoids clustering, association rules and total demand.In order
to confirm the effectiveness of our algorithm, we carried out
experiments to compare our method with the following
baselines:

Bipartite Station Clustering(BSC)[19]. This method
grouped individual stations into clusters according to their
geographical locations and transition patterns. Finally, the
whole traffic is divided into 23 groups.

Adaptive Capacity Constrained K-centers Clustering
(CCKC)[20]. This method considers the distance between
stations and the location of outliers, grouping outliers with
other outliers, and setting up delivery personnel in outliers.

Metric. The metric we adopt to measure results are Sum Of
The Squared Errors (SSE).

2

1
  
 

k

i Cp
i

i

mpSSE (5)

Where p is the sample point in iC and im is the center
of iC .

C. Experimental result
Station-level partition method. Intuitively, the larger the

number of clusters, the lower the prediction accuracy. When
there is only one cluster, its usage demand is the whole traffic
flow, which can be predicted accurately; when there are
clusters, it means that each station forms a cluster, and the
outflow/ inflow of the cluster fluctuates greatly, even if it can
be predicted, but it is difficult to predict accurately. However,
on the other hand, the number of clusters should not be too
small, because if the cluster is too large, such as a cluster
containing all stations, redistributing bicycles to the cluster
cannot provide convenience for users. Therefore, we take the
number of outliers as the baseline though many experiments,
and finally the number of clusters is determined to be 23.

Similarly, we use another method to evaluate the
effectiveness of our method.That's the elbow method SSE we
talked about above. When the number of clusters K is less than
the number of real clusters, the aggregation degree of each
cluster will be greatly increased with the increase of K. When
K reaches the real cluster number, the aggregation degree
returns will be rapidly reduced with the increase of k, so the
decrease of SSE will decrease sharply, and then become flat
with the increase of K value. That is to say, the graph of the
relationship between SSE and K is as follows: The shape of an
elbow, and the K value corresponding to this elbow is the real
clustering number of data. Obviously, As can be seen from
Figure 5, when the SSE value is the smallest, the number of
clusters K is still 23. Therefore, the effectiveness of our method
is verified.

Figure 5. Evaluation of our method

Determination of Minimum Threshold. In addition, when
we use Aprior algorithm to further filter the set of strong



association rules, the minimum support threshold will be
involved. In the process of borrowing and returning, because
some records of data set are abnormal transaction records
generated by the manual bicycle dispatching operation of the
station, the coefficient of normal bicycle transaction records is
taken as ρ=0.98; when selecting data samples, there are about
6800 bicycles in the bike sharing system, but a considerable
number of bicycles are in the Off-Shelf state during the peak
period, that is to say, they do not participate. With the flow of
shared bicycles, the coefficient ω=0.9 of mobile bicycles on
the rack is taken. when shared bicycles are moving at the
station, according to the results of data analysis, bicycles leased
from one s may be returned to other 3-5 stations besides their
own, so the distribution coefficient of bicycle flow is taken
as  =0.25, according to formula (2) ,the minimum support
threshold minSup = 0.1 is obtained. The final result is obtained
through the restraint adjustment of the total regional demand.
(as shown in Figure 6.)

Figure 6. Clustering results

Performance comparison. In order to confirm the
effectiveness of our model, we carried out experiments and
compared our method with two baselines. CCKC (adaptive
constrained central point clustering) and BSC (clustering based
on K-means method according to the transformation
relationship and geographical location between stations). The
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed PM are shown in
Figure 7. It can be seen that for a given number of vehicles, we
can concentrate on optimizing the stations and effectively find
abnormal stations. With the increase of the number of vehicles
scheduled, the number of outlier stations decreases rapidly. PM
algorithm can help determine the minimum number of vehicles
covering all target stations, or balance operation costs and the
number of outlying stations.

Figure 7. Comparison of clustering efficiency

Clustering Analysis of Shared Bicycle Usage Distribution.
Figure 8 shows the demand of shared bicycle in different time
at station level and class level. It can be concluded that the
trend of shared bicycle demand is more stable after using the
zoning algorithm. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our
proposed partition method, and also provides the possibility for
improving the prediction accuracy of shared bicycle demand in
the traffic field.

Figure 8. Station and cluster distribution

V. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the characteristics of complex relationship, large

scale and large randomness among stations of bike sharing
system, we consider the self-mobility of bikes among stations.
We study urban bike sharing system with three algorithms:
Association rules, K-medoids clustering and total demand
restraint adjustment, and take New York City bike sharing
system as an example to simulate and partition. This method
takes into account the relationship between stations, the
attributes of geographical location and the total demand for
bicycles. Compared with CCKC and BSC methods, it is
concluded that the number of outliers in this method is more
stable and the value of SSE is the smallest. Furthermore, The
area obtained by our algorithm is more stable than that of
single station, which also shows that our method provides a
theoretical basis for improving the accuracy of traffic flow
prediction.
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